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Abstract
This report describes the preparation and certification of the soybean certified
reference material (CRM) AOCS 0911-C produced by AOCS Technical Services
in 2011. The CRM has been prepared according to ISO Guides 30 through 35
and is intended to serve as control material for third-party testing of soybeans for
biotechnology-derived events.

The purity of the BPS-CV127-9 soybeans was

verified using BPS-CV127-9 event-specific, qualitative PCR analysis by Eurofins
GeneScan, Metairie, LA (an ISO 17025 accredited laboratory). AOCS 0911-C is
available in 27-mL glass headspace vials. The soybeans (BPS-CV127-9) were
provided by BASF Plant Science L.P. and were clean grain. AOCS devitalized
the bulk soybeans at BASF and then transferred the coarsely milled material to
AOCS.

The soybeans were further processed by grinding the bulk sources

according to standard soybean processing protocols by Texas A&M University
and were then packaged under a nitrogen gas environment at Illinois Crop
Improvement Association. The powder sample shall be stored dry in a sealed
container at +4° C in the dark.
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Glossary
AOCS

American Oil Chemists' Society

BPS-CV127-9

Imidazolinone

herbicide-tolerant

soybean

plants

derived from a single transformation event and
produced by the introduction of an imidazolinonetolerance-conferring acetohydroxyacid synthase large
subunit gene from Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. into
the soybean plant genome
DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid is the linear, double-helical
macromolecule that makes up the genetic material of
most organisms

Detection Limit

Lowest level at which target DNA can exist in a sample
and be reliably detected by PCR methods; often
abbreviated as “LOD”

EC

European Commission

ISO

International Organization for Standardization

Non-Modified Crop

Crop variety with no history of modern biotechnology
modification and which is produced through plantbreeding techniques that rely on selecting and mating
parent

plants

possessing

promising

traits

and

repeatedly selecting for superior performance among
their offspring
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Product of Modern Biotechnology

Organism that has had genetic sequences

modified using molecular-level techniques
PCR

Polymerase Chain Reaction is a technique used to
determine whether a sample contains a particular DNA
sequence.

PCR relies on primer sets that bind to a

particular target DNA sequence and a special DNAcopying enzyme (DNA polymerase) that generates
copies of the target sequence.
Qualitative PCR

PCR methods that determine the presence or absence
of a specific target DNA sequence at a particular limit
of detection
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Introduction
Plant biotechnology is an extension of traditional plant breeding. It allows plant
breeders to develop crops with specific traits including insect, disease, and
herbicide resistance; processing advantages; and nutritional enhancement. An
important component for identifying these new traits is a Certified Reference
Material created from leaf, seed, or grain containing the new trait as well as a
CRM created from the corresponding non-modified crop.

The European

Commission (EC) has mandated that from 18 April 2004, a method for detecting
a new event derived from modern biotechnology and Reference Material must
be available before the EC will consider authorizing a new food or feed derived
from modern biotechnology.

Several nations outside of Europe also require

grain and ingredients to be labeled if authorized biotechnology-derived events
are present above a threshold level ranging from 0.90 to 5%.
To meet the above analytical requirements for biotechnology-derived event
determination, AOCS 0911-C was manufactured from soybeans according to
ISO Guides 30 through 35 and in accordance with EC No 1829/2003, EC No
641/2004, and EC No 619/2011. The CRM is available from AOCS.

Materials and Methods
BASF Plant Science L.P. delivered 16 kg of BPS-CV127-9 soybeans, coarselymilled by AOCS on the BASF premises, to AOCS. The materials were clean grain.
Prior to devitalization of the bulk material, AOCS selected, crushed, and sent 80
individual seeds for single-seed BPS-CV127-9 event-specific, qualitative PCR
analysis at Eurofins GeneScan, Metairie, LA (an ISO 17025 accredited
laboratory). Before the materials were shipped to Texas A&M University for
processing to a uniform particle size, primary samples were taken from randomly
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selected areas and depths to form a 3 kg composite sample in accordance
with the International Seed Testing Association's (ISTA) Seed Science and
Technology Rules for batches up to 100 kg. Ten (10) working samples of 100 g
each were prepared from the composite sample and sent to EurofinsGeneScan, Metairie, LA (an ISO 17025 accredited laboratory) for BPS-CV127-9
event-specific, qualitative PCR analysis.

The analyses performed by Eurofins

GeneScan were used to assess the purity and homogeneity of the seed lot.
The BPS-CV127-9 soybeans were processed according to industry-standard
soybean processing procedures, packaged in 27-mL glass headspace vials, and
sealed under a nitrogen gas environment. AOCS used the Random Number
Generator function of Microsoft Excel 2003 to select samples for verification of
homogeneity and consistency with the BPS-CV127-9 bulk material homogeneity
test results. Sample numbers AOCS 0911-C: 26, 175, 196, 203, 251, 299, 392, 432,
443, and 445 were sent to Eurofins GeneScan, Metairie, LA (an ISO 17025
accredited laboratory) for BPS-CV127-9 event-specific, qualitative PCR analysis
to screen for BPS-CV127-9 presence in the samples. Each selected bottle was
sampled twice and each sample subjected to BPS-CV127-9 event-specific
qualitative PCR analysis to check for intra-bottle homogeneity.

Stability
This CRM has been certified for 1 year from the introduction date. The material
was processed and is stored frozen, under nitrogen gas, in glass headspace
vials.

This material is expected to be stable for longer than the estimated

expiration date. The stability of the powder material will be reevaluated at the
time of expiration. If the samples are still representative of the certified value,
the certificate will be extended.
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Results and Discussion
Sample Purity and Homogeneity
To determine the trait purity of the BPS-CV127-9 soybean seed lot used to
generate the CRM, the genetic identity of eighty (80) randomly-selected seeds
was checked. Each individual seed was crushed and sent to Eurofins GeneScan
where they were tested for the presence of BPS-CV127-9 using an event-specific
qualitative PCR assay. A statistical analysis of the distribution of the probability
of finding a negative seed in the BPS-CV127-9 soybean material was used to
determine the trait purity with a 95% confidence level.

Each of the 80

individually-tested seeds was “Positive” for BPS-CV127-9.
The homogeneity test results for the ten 100-gram samples of BPS-CV127-9
soybean bulk material are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Results of the homogeneity testing performed by Eurofins GeneScan
on the BPS-CV127-9 bulk material provided by BASF Plant Science L.P.
Sample
Homogeneity Sample 1

BPS-CV127-9 Presence
(LOD  0.04 %)
Positive

Homogeneity Sample 2

Positive

Homogeneity Sample 3

Positive

Homogeneity Sample 4

Positive

Homogeneity Sample 5

Positive

Homogeneity Sample 6

Positive

Homogeneity Sample 7

Positive

Homogeneity Sample 8

Positive

Homogeneity Sample 9

Positive

Homogeneity Sample 10

Positive
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Prepared Sample Verification
Once the bulk material was processed and packaged, ten (10) samples were
identified by the Microsoft Excel 2003 Random Number Generator and sent to
Eurofins GeneScan, Metairie, LA (an ISO 17025 accredited laboratory) for
BPS-CV127-9 event-specific, qualitative PCR analysis. These results are presented
in Table 2.

These data confirmed the homogeneity of the AOCS 0911-C

prepared samples, including the intra-bottle homogeneity, and were in
agreement with the bulk material homogeneity data presented in Table 1.
Table 2. Results for the verification of AOCS 0911-C [BPS-CV127-9 soybean]
material as tested by Eurofins GeneScan with BPS-CV127-9 event-specific,
qualitative PCR analysis.
Sample
BPS-CV127-9 Presence
(LOD ≤ 0.04 %)
AOCS 0911-C 26

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 175

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 196

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 203

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 251

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 299

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 392

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 432

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 443

Positive

AOCS 0911-C 445

Positive

The AOCS 0911-C CRM was prepared from BPS-CV127-9 soybeans. Uncertainty
of the certified value for AOCS 0911-C due to heterogeneity of the prepared
samples was not considered because there was no blending of Non-Modified
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and

modern

biotechnology-derived

soybeans

into

defined

mixtures.
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Terms and Conditions
i.

The CRM AOCS 0911-C shall be used solely in assays for detecting the
presence or absence of the BPS-CV127-9 Trait. AOCS 0911-C shall be
used for no other purpose. No other rights are conveyed by the sale of
the CRM AOCS 0911-C to any purchaser, including any rights to any
pending or granted BASF Patents or other BASF Intellectual Property
that may protect the CRM or the BPS-CV127-9 Trait.

ii.

Neither the CRM AOCS 0911-C nor any extract or portion thereof shall
be resold or redistributed by any purchaser, unless the resale or
redistribution is required by national law in force in the purchaser’s
country.

iii.

Neither the CRM AOCS 0911-C, nor any extract or portion thereof, shall
be used for human or animal consumption or human or animal trials.

iv.

Neither the CRM AOCS 0911-C nor the BPS-CV127-9 Trait shall be used
for transformation or breeding.

v.

No characterization or derivation of BPS-CV127-9, the BPS-CV127-9 Trait,
BPS-CV127-9 materials, or Non-Modified materials shall be performed.

vi.

All assay activities undertaken using the CRM AOCS 0911-C shall be
conducted in strict compliance with all Applicable Laws governing
such activities, and shall comply with conditions of all permits and
authorizations which may be required for such activities; and such
activities shall be strictly limited to assays in contained facilities, for
example, laboratories.

vii.

Prior to disposal of any used or excess CRM AOCS 0911-C, excess
material, or residues thereof, such material or residue must be treated
in a manner that degrades the BPS-CV127-9 Trait, such as by
autoclaving.

viii. CRM AOCS 0911-C shall not be exported nor re-exported in violation of
any Applicable Laws or without securing any necessary export or
import clearances or permits.
ix.

THE CRM AOCS 0911-C IS PROVIDED FOR THE PURPOSES STATED HEREIN
AND FOR NO OTHER PURPOSE. ALL CRMS AND BASF MATERIAL ARE
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PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY,
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. BASF MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY
THAT THE USE OF THE CRM AOCS 0911-C, WHETHER BEFORE, ON OR
AFTER THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE APPLICABLE CERTIFICATE, WILL NOT
INFRINGE ANY PATENT OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHTS.
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